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Now we see, as I suspected, the final plays of the Opus
Dei psyop with what, sadly, is clearly their primary asset.
Now we know why Michael Matt left his son on what
appeared to be his death bed to rush to meet Vigano.
Seems that accident forced an important choice. 

1/

All of this drama, all the theater, all of the dialectics have lead to this moment. This

all started with a supposed conversation between Bergoglio & Vigano with no

witnesses. I've always wondered by Bergoglio didn't simply deny it. The man is a liar.

All he had to do was lie. 2/

All he had to do was say that the conversation never took place, or that Vigano never

said what he said. 

But, no. He said: “I will not say a single word on this.”

And then encouraged the press to run with the story ... 

Why?

Ordo ab chao.

3/

Pope: 'I will not say a single word' on Vigano's allegations of cover-up
Pope Francis said Sunday that he will not comment on claims by a former Vatican
ambassador to the U.S. that the pope knew about allegations against Archbishop
Theodore McCarrick and reinstated him in…

https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/pope-i-will-not-say-a-single-word-on-vigan…
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To get to the punchline, Vigano speaks for 46 minutes about the Church, saying some

wonderfully true things skillfully laced with error, all winding up for the reason for

everything he's done. This time, he tries to be more subtle about it, but fails. 

4/

He says that the Vatican has placed itself in opposition to Trump (editor's note: bc

adversity marketing is the method of this madness).

5/

He then says that this (false dialectic) "confirms which side the children of light are

on, & who the children of darkness are."

6/
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He then condemns the Abu Dhabi document on human fraternity, but doesn't

mention at all Trump's huge role in all of this. LOOK. 

7/

LOOK.

8/

Trump Admin Quietly Embraces Globalist Abu Dahbi Initiative
“In the garden of Abu-Dhabi, the Temple of the World Syncretic Neo-Religion is
about to arise with its anti-Christic dogmas. Not even the most hopeful of the
Freemasons would have imagined so…

https://7thhorn.com/2020/01/17/trump-admin-quietly-embraces-globalist-abu-dahbi-initi…

He then proceeds to focus his criticism directly (and accurately) at Bergoglio for a

while, to enhance the dialectic for maximum dramatic effect. Of course, he never

points out that there's no way this man is pope ... because he's not Catholic...That's

against Opus Dei rules. 

9/

Just over an hour into his talk, he gets to the final dramatic conclusion...the election.

All of that wind up, all of the exposition of evil, all of it to point you in one direction.

Pray for Trump, like a siege of Jericho ... The camera slowly begins to zoom now ...

10/
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He's no longer reading now ... he's memorized this part ..., because, obviously, this is

the whole point. Still gotta make it sound Catholic tho. Hail Marys to bring down the

NWO. Yes. Good stuff ... 

If this weren't a very clever campaign commercial, that is. 

11/

Looks like the OD folks figured that this👇made it all too obvious, so they edited his

speech. Regardless of how many times they edit it, it's now plain for all to see what

this entire thing was about. Give your consent to Trump. Only Trump can save us. 12/

Michael
@JonahofNinevah

Replying to @JonahofNinevah

He then goes on to say that the Church has been eclipsed 
for 60 years ... because he has to.  He said that with his Vat II 
stuff. 
 
But he opens this nonsense by saying "well not quite yet "
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But he opens this nonsense by saying, well, not quite yet.  
Why?  
 
Because Trump can save us!!  
 
LOL, my God the stupidity and blasphemy of that 
 
5/

9:45 PM · Oct 23, 2020

7 See Michael’s other Tweets

I guess Vigano is no longer concerned about the notion that Benedict is a hostage. I

guess him telling us that B16 was abused & silenced had no purpose other than

upsetting us. That dramatic story line has served its purpose. Forget about the old

pontiff, we have Trump! 13/

I expect massive anger from the typical SJWs, enormous jubilance from the Trad Inc

sect, a retweet from Trump, and personal attacks on me for saying what I've said. So

be it. 

I find this entire charade to be a profoundly disturbing & meticulous plan to push you

to Trump. 

14/

And I find this profoundly ironic.

End.
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